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The Economics of Evaluating Water Projects: Hydroelectricity Versus Other UsesSpringer, 2012

	This book presents research on a kind of water use conflicts that is becoming more and more common and important: How to best manage moving water in times of increasing demand for electricity as well as environmental services. How should decisions be made between water use for electricity generation or for environmental and recreational...
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Advances in the Economics of Information SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Advances in the Economics of Information Systems provides a wide perspective on the issues related to applications of economics to information systems area. From grid computing to online auctions, the reader can find novel uses of economics tools in understanding concepts related to the use of technology at the firm level. IT professionals will...
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Biodiversity and Insect Pests: Key Issues for Sustainable ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Biodiversity offers great potential for managing insect pests. It provides resistance genes and anti-insect compounds; a huge range of predatory and parasitic natural enemies of pests; and community ecology-level effects operating at the local and landscape scales to check pest build-up. This book brings together world leaders in theoretical,...
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A Guide to MATLAB: For Beginners and Experienced UsersCambridge University Press, 2001

	This book is a short, focused introduction to MATLAB, a comprehensive

	software system for mathematics and technical computing. It will

	be useful to bothbeginning and experienced users. It contains concise

	explanations of essential MATLAB commands, as well as easily understood

	instructions for using...
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Designing a Not-for-Profit Compensation SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Designing A Not-For-profit Compensation System
Until now, human resource and compensation professionals in the public/not-for-profit sector didn't have a compensation guidebook specifically for them. Unlike their for-profit counterparts, specialists in the not-for-profit sector wrestle with such questions as:      

	How is...
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Elements of Artificial Neural Networks (Complex Adaptive Systems)A Bradford Book, 1996

	Elements of Artificial Neural Networks provides a clearly organized general introduction, focusing on a broad range of algorithms, for students and others who want to use neural networks rather than simply study them.The authors, who have been developing and team teaching the material in a one-semester course over the past six years, describe...
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MacroeconomicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	We wrote the first edition of this textbook in the firm belief that there was scope for a

	different approach to teaching students macroeconomics. This approach is one that

	pays great attention to real-world data and actual events and also reflects a belief that

	both economic models and current research could be made accessible to...
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Internet Addiction: Neuroscientific Approaches and Therapeutical Interventions (Studies in Neuroscience, Psychology and Behavioral Economics)Springer, 2015

	This book combines a scholarly introduction with state-of-the-art research in the characterization of Internet addiction. It is intended for a broad audience including scientists, students and practitioners. The first part of the book contains an introduction to Internet addiction and their pathogenesis. The second part of the book is...
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Digital Economy: :  Impacts, Influences and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Digital Economy: Impacts, Influences and Challenges provides information  about the socioeconomic aspects of the Digital Economy. This set of 18  essays covers the effects of Digital Economy on business transactions,  technology and culture, as well as on e     
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C# Primer PlusSams Publishing, 2001
C# Primer Plus teaches the C# programming language and relevant parts of the .NET platform from the ground up, walking you through the basics of object-oriented programming, important programming techniques and problem solving while providing a thorough coverage of C#'s essential elements - such as classes, objects, data types, loops, branching...
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The Business and Culture of Digital Games: Gamework and GameplaySage Publications, 2006
"Fusing digital technologies and cultural creativity, exploiting global networks of production and distribution with little regulation and embodying the liberal ideas of individual choice and agency, digital games seem to epitomize global post-industrial neo-liberal cultural products. Kerr finds reality a bit more complex. For all their...
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Environment and Economy (Routledge Introductions to Environment: Environment and Society Texts)Routledge, 2020

	
		Nothing is more important to our world than finding a more comfortable relationship between the economy and the environment. While issues such as species loss, nitrate pollution, water scarcity and climate change are now attracting the political attention they deserve, their origin in the way our economy is organized is less...
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